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In the first half of 2011, the world economy and
world automotive production was better than
anticipated.  However, we were also faced with
raw material shortages and cost increases.  As a
group, parallel to the automotive production, we
have achieved better than expected sales in the
first half of the year. Our sales and global family
grew to more than the pre-crises levels.

Matay has been awarded with prestigious
KALDER Bursa Grand Quality Award.

Our expansion plans to follow our customers to
new countries such as Russia, China, and India
are on track. We have established Nobel
Automotive Rusya this year. We plan to make
more announcements in the coming months.

Customer satisfaction with quality, cost and on-

time delivery is a must. To exceed always-rising
customer expectations we need to work on our
continuous improvement efforts more than ever.
We have to continue to deploy “lean“ to all of the
value chain including our management functions
and our suppliers.

We will keep focusing on our human resources
to be able to manage our future growth. We
continue to attract new talent, develop and retain
our people who are going to be key to our future
growth. We can only succeed with the right
people. The definition of right people is also
changing every day. It is very important for
everyone to work on continuous improvement
also at the personal level. We should all aim to
be better than we were the day before.

“Advancing Together”

Notes from the first half;

Orhan Holding
Chairman

H. Murat ORHAN



Among the matches our veteran team performed their
matches. After the challenging match, They play off a draw
as 3-3. In children' matches B1 team become the
champion by winning A3 team 4-1. Children A2 team
become 3rd by winning B2 team 3-2.

15th Orhan Holding Traditional Football tournament started
with the participation of 8 teams. As a result of lottery, the
teams were divided as A and B groups. A group team
includes; Uray sigorta, Sıla Teknik, Aunde Teknik and Matay,
whilst B group consists of Orda, Teknik Malzeme, BFTC and
Ormetal.
Also with the participation of our 130 children, registered to
Orhan Holding children club, 6 children teams consisting of
6 separate teams  were gathered as A and B and they
conflicted each other.
Matches started with the tick of Orhan Holding Chairman
Murat Orhan on 24.04.2011 on Sunday.

15th Orhan Holding Traditional Football Tournament
Sıla Teknik is the champion

Matay Team

Goal king Mümin SarıgülVeteran Teams
After the matches takes for 4 weeks, we carried out our final
matches and award ceremony on 28 May Saturday. As a
result, our Sila Teknik team become 2011 champion by
struggling Orda team 5-3. Orda team become the second. In
the other matches for 3rd and 4th, Matay team is the third by
winning Teknik Malzeme 3-2 and Teknik Malzeme team had
to accept being the 4th.

In this tournament Mümin Sarıgül from Orda team become
the goal king with 17 goals.

The gifts and plates were presented to the winner teams by
Orhan Holding Chairman Murat Orhan. On the other hand
we would like to thank our Uray sigorta company for their
effort to be the most gentleman team by taking place in
8th. They received their gifts and plates.
We have accomplished our 15th Orhan Holding traditional
Football tournament with the matches full joy, happiness
and excitement.

We would like to thank for all who effort with us to organize
this tournament and Hoping to meet all you in our next
Football tournament in 2012.
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Orda Team

S›la Teknik is the champion
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As Orhan Holding A.S, we have carried out our traditional
Bowling tournament, one of the regular activities and
organized twice a year, on 15 April 2011 Friday evening at
Cosmic Bowling salon located in Beflevler Carffeoursa.
Our tournament  become more entertaining  with the
participation of our group companies and at the end of
contentious tournament, which 26 teams, total 130
persons, have challenged to each other, Sıla Teknik 4
team become the first with 669 scoring. Nobel Teknik 2
becomes the second with 638 scoring, whilst Ormetal 1 is
the third with 632.

In Bowling Tournament, among men, Aytaç Kafadar from
Nobel Teknik 1 team is awarded, due to having the highest
scoring(162), (Because Sezai Üçyol has been out of
evaluation, even he has the highest scoring among men).
Mevlüde Palta from Uray Sigorta Team with 121 scoring
becomes the first amang women. Plaque and gifts of the
winning teams are presented and the ones being
successful individually in Bowling are also awarded in a
gorgeous closing  ceremony.
Hoping to meet in the next Bowling tournament with the
wish of experiencing the same joy and excitement.

Sıla Teknik 4 Team become the champion at
2011 Traditional Bowling Tournament of Orhan Holding

“Thanks to Homeland” theatre
performance, which has been
written and managed by Nuray
Koç-one of lecturers of Uluda¤
University Yeniflehir ‹brahim
Orhan Vocational High school,
was carried out by the theatre
group, with the contribution of
Orhan Holding A.fi on 16 May 2011
Monday at 15:30 at Automotive
Industry exporters union Technic
and Industry Vocational school.
With the participation of 24 willing
students, in 2010 theatre group
was generated under the

leadership of Nuray Koç and they attracted people in their
first play on 23 March 2011 in Yeniflehir. Consequently they
received success and appreciation from press council in
Yeniflehir. Because of the appreciation they had, the same
performance was checked and arranged again by Nuray Koç

in order to be performed
again. The performance,
which students show a
great effort and hard
workings, becomes such
a good example to have
youth follow Atatürk,
have the love of
homeland and give the
value to art.
This play, performed by
the students of Yeniflehir
‹brahim Orhan Vocational
high school, are watched
and highly appreciated by
Automotive High school,
the students of Necla
Orhan primary school
and our guests.

Uluda¤ University ‹brahim Orhan Vocational High School students said
“ Thanks To Homeland”
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It has been the first in our
Photography Contest that the
awarded prints of 6th Orhan Holding
international Photography Contest,
are carried to ‹stanbul in order to be
exhibited. The prints have been
presented to Photograph lovers'
interest and appreciation with the
contribution of Denizbank Deniz
Akademi on 28 February-11 March
2011 and IFSAK (Photographic Arts
Federation of Turkey) on 4 June - 08
July 2011.
Orhan Holding international Photography Contest is one of the
unrivalled contests around the world. in our 2010 Photography
Contest whose theme is “Festival”, 149 Photographers with
1064 prints participated.from 26 counties such as Vietnam,
Israel, Iran and Mexico,
Our Jury members, but also photographers; Aclan Uraz,

Bahadır Öztuna, Vedat Osmano¤lu,
Tahsin Sezer, Adnan Ataç, Suha
Kocao¤lu, Lewis Keir Johnson and as
representative of Orhan Holding Necla
Orhan and Ayflegül Orhan Donat have
agreed on awarding and exhibiting 55
vaulable prints in Monochrome, Color
and Digital categories.
From the origin to up,  3800
photographers participated in our
Contest, supported by by FIAP
(International Federation of Photographic

Art) and TFSF (Photographic Arts Federation of Turkey)
This year, Our Contest has been awarded by Bronz Medal by
Fiap.
We would like to thank you Deniz Akademi and IFSAK for
contributing our event in the period of preparing this exhibition
which gathered such vaulable photographers in Istanbul and
also for their hospitality to us and our guests.

Orhan Holding International Photography Exhibition is in ‹stanbul

The members of our children club have discovered their talents in half term
Our Future = Our Children...
As Orhan Holding, we are
aware of the effects of valid
education on children. With
this belief, we are always
contributing our children`s
education.
Even though It is very
enjoyable to study with
Children, on the other hand
it requires care, patience,
kindness and attention and
lastly well-educated
teachers. In half term
course for one week,
organized by Orhan
Holding, it is aimed for

children to discover their talents that haven`t been noticed
yet or the activities that they will love to do and at the end
of this course feedback is given to the families by efficient
teacher, according to their success.
In “Talent Discovery” studies, Music, Dance, Drama, How
to draw pictures and Basic sewing (Patchwork) are agreed
to have. For each lesson, efficient teacher is worked with.
During one week, talents of children are noticed and had
the chance to discover children and their interests.
Afterwards personal data files are kept and followed.
Art activities put a great effect on children as follows:

Intellectual success,
mathematical
intelligence,
emotional
intelligence, social
intelligence,
individual concept,
society concept, soul
health, noticing
themselves and self-
reliance, working
together in

accordance, helping one another and sharing and muscle
coordination. Our aim is to prepare our children very well
for future, expand their cultural visions and discover their
latent abilities. Art is one of the most important factors of
living in peace.
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and energy. While
we were having a
rainy weeks, our
colleagues who
were thinking of
having rainy day
at the weekend,
and so were not
with us, get sad
and regret
because of not

being there, when they look at the photos, taken in picnic.
Our new babies whom we were waiting for last year,
changed the atmosphere of the picnic. We noticed that our
small babies have
grown up, new
babies started
joining in our
activities and so
we are increasing
day by day.
Wishing for more
beautiful day than
yesterday and all
our days will be in
festival mood.

Our traditional picnic

This year, our traditional Holding picnic has been organized
with the support of Orhan Tar›m company in our farm place
in Yeniflehir. With the participation of our general
managers, Holding employees and families of our guests,
we have had such an enjoyable day full of joy and happiness

Nowadays we have been working with
four different generations such as old-
lines, BabyBoomers, X gerenation and Y
Generation. Each generation is bringing
its own characteristic and energy along
with itself. With this aim, we carried out
the first part of our training on Y
generation on December 2010 with the
participation of 120 employees and the
second part of the training was hold on
June 2011 for 9 days with 280 paticipants.
The program “ Meeting with different generation and
working together” is being organized in order to create an
atmosphere to make X and Y generations work together in
the Companies, as Y generation accounts for  %49 of
company workers and %20 of our population.
Here are features that the program is targetting to achieve;
• To know which way “X” and“Y” are using, while working,
• To understand their expectation from their relationship,
• To internalize corporate culture ,
• To develop mutual perception,
• To create synergy by combining the experience of X
generation with the development and newness of Y
generation,
The subjects are discussed with detailed expression and
application. Considering the above features,  the program
and content of our education Project are as follows;
“Different Generations in bussiness life”
To know different generations and understand their

interaction, when they are together, to
use these differences among the
generations in development way.
“Working together by understanding the
expectation of X and Y generation”
How we are defining X and Y generation?
To determine the point of view to
bussiness and relationship of X and Y
generation.
“Being related to Orhan Holding”
Organizing relations in accordance with

Corporate values, to understand the role of corporate
posted in bussiness success and the principles that lead
the daily decisions of corporation workers.
“The points to be careful, While working with X
generation, managing Y generation”
 While managing Y generation, what X generation should
do, the skills that Y generation should develop, to notice
that there should be some points that X generation can
learn from Y generation.
“Achieving success by combining our power”
To understand the synergy from our differences and
signing into successful works with the cooperation in
peaceful atmosphere in the companies when it has been
searched and evaluated by training corporation, it is seen
that we reached our aim in accordance with our training
Project.  Ofcourse Our main aim is to build up such a strong
relationship among these two different generations and
with this way looking ahead with sure touch.

Meeting with different generations and working with them
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As we are Orhan Holding Basketball team, Bursa Company
Basketball league was played with 10 teams in A group in
2010-211 term. Bursa Company Basketball was constituted
by five each in A and B groups. Group matches were played
with double stages in both group, after group matches the
teams which took place among the first four team have right
to achieve quarter final. Our team challenged with Robert
Bosch company in quarter final and after the match, we
took leave of league.
Before and during the difficult challenging, our team
members were included to our intense trainings and match
programs and they did their best to represent us in the
matches. Ofcourse we shouldn't forget the management
and spectators who were there with us and support to us. in
A group, which we challenge in, we completed our matches
as being 3rd with 12 score. Emre Kemer became the best
scorer with 98 score, 20 asist. Our team leader Serkan
Demir had to leave the matches earlier becasue of
unexpected disability and he completed the match with 96
score 65 ribaunt.

Bursa Company Basketball League

Teams:

Bamesa

Oyak Renault

Bosch

Borusan

Karsan

A GROUP B GROUP

Üstünberk Holding

Orhan Holding

Yapı Kredi Bankası

Tofafl

Emine Örnek E¤itim Kurumları

Our team members:
EMRE KEMER - Orhan Holding
SERKAN DEM‹R - Teknik Malzeme
GÖKHAN TORUN - Teknik Malzeme
ALPER ERÖZ - Teknik Malzeme
MURAT AÇIKEL - Orhan Holding
BURAK TEZCAN - Sıla Teknik
BÜLENT SAKLAR - Teknik Malzeme
FURKAN GÖZÜBÜYÜK - Aunde Teknik
SERDAR KUTLU - Matay
ALPER ÖZGÜVENÇ - Ormetal
D‹NÇER YILMAZ - Orda
SERKAN KARACAKAYA - Isrınghausen
HAL‹L KURTULUfi AKGÖZ - Orda
ULAfi YES‹R - Ormetal
AHMET KALE - Matay
EMRE AHMETO⁄LU - Isrınghausen
FEH‹M SERKAN KESK‹N - BFTC
HAL‹L ERYILMAZ - Teknik Malzeme
HASAN ÇA⁄LAR TER - Sıla Teknik
MEL‹H SARI - Aunde Teknik
ORHAN TOSUN - Teknik Malzeme

While we are in the part of organization, as we are a team,
our aim and target is: increasing our teamwork skills, which
is the indispensable factor of our bussines life, doing sports,
carrying out our basketball ability and ambition in sport
Centers where National leageue is playing in, enjoying, and
joining and being a real team with the other employees of
our companies. This pertaining sports supported our target
and aim very well.
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Interview

Zeynep Görgen and Her Family

Uray Sigorta Accounting Team Leader Zeynep Görgen
and her son Mert Tekin have been the guests of our new
edition.

Zeynep informed us that
at first She worked for a
Holding company and
since 2003, she has been
working for Uray sigorta
Company.

When I first started
working for Uray Sigorta,
my son was 6 months
and at those years, we
were such a minor
company, included me
only having 3-4 staffs.
But our giro, number of
our staffs and
customers have
increased day by day. I
am feeling that as long
as my son grows up,
our company has been
increasing with him. I
hope that I will see my
company in the best
situation, when my son
reaches his 17th or 18th
age, but ofcourse it should
be happened without losing
being such a young
company.

Zeynep is such a young
mother, his son Mert Tekin is
in the first class in primary
school and being one of the
members of Orhan Holding children club.

The wall of his room is decorated with pictures, photos
and calendars which he has provided from our activities.
I can say that Mert Tekin takes after his mother. Mert

Tekin also gets along well together with Alper
Pekmezcio¤lu, the General Manager of Uray sigorta,
even when he was such a small boy and once it was

asked to him what he
desires to be, the answer
of him was ready as he
would like to be the
General Manager of Uray
sigorta.”

Working for Uray sigorta
brings a great motivation in
my life and as a result of
that, I do all my
responsibilities with love,
happiness and accuracy. I
am working with a young
and dynamic team and we
can discuss and decide on
anything and this is
allowing me to see my
effective and ineffective
sides.

There is a fluent
communication in our
company. With the
principle of “Advanced
together”, we are
contributing in the
development of our
company with
vocational and
personal trainings.
Even, for the
upcoming days, our
target is to get the

quality award like our other group
company Matay 5 years later.
Ofcourse in this point we are thankful to our General
Manager Alper Pekmezcio¤lu who always gives
motivation and supports to us.
As he always says;
POWER IS WITH US :-)



Composition competition
In celebration of 23rd of April, a composition competition
regarding “ Atatürk and 23rd of April, National Sovereignty
and Children's Day” was arranged between the children of
our staffs. The children aged 8-12 years have
attanded this competition.
3 different categories were determined according to the
age groups. The categories for 8 years age group, 9-10
years age group and 11-12 years age group.
All compositions were evaluated with utmost care by
the committee which is composed of our staffs and the
experts and the winners are determined.

We celebrated �23rd of April, The National Sovereignty
and the Children's Day with the attendance of our
children who are going to kindergarten. We watched the
show of our children at our production area. After their
show, all children had good time in our canteen and
enjoyed their cakes.

23rd of April National Soverignty and Children's Day activity

1st category: The winner of 8 year's old children is Cansu
Altındiflo¤ulları/Seat Cover Plant/Her mother is Baise
Altındiflo¤ulları/Training Instructer

2nd category: The winner of 9-10 year's old children is
Ayflegül Gündüz/Seat Cover Plant/Her father is Ercan
Gündüz/Sewing Operator

3rd category: The winner of 11-12 year's old children is
Hakan Yıldırım/Kılıf Fabrikası/Her mother is Zehra
Yıldırım/Sewing Operator
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Medine Altınkaynak, Erdo¤an Kara, Recep Bektafl, Ruflen
Kulik, Nurcan Çelik, Seher Sakarya, Mevlide Dursun, Osman
Bardak, Emre Usta
We wish happiness for the new couples in their whole
lives.

“Line Based Quality Achievement Awards” was held in
February and the winners of the lines' employees are
rewarded with awards and certificates under the categories
“Commercial cars, Passenger Cars and Small Covers”.

Line Based Quality Achievement
Awards in the ceremony

The trainings, which are given in order to increase technical
Capability, started in 2011 related to “OHSAS
18001 Safety and Health at work” and “ISO 14001
Environmental Management Systems”. The internal
trainingswhich satisfy all participants, will continue in the
following months with different subjects.

Internal trainings

On 28/1/2011, Aunde Teknik-Isringhausen Bowling
Tournament was held at Anatolium Rainbow. 13 teams
participated in �this competition and surprise gifts
were given to the 1st , 2nd and 3rd teams and to the
highest scorers of ladies and gentilmen. Everybody
spent a nice time during the tournament dominated by
entertainment.

Aunde Teknik Bowling Tournament

Our colleague Dilek Ekmez,
working in our Aunde Teknik
Company as Production&quality
responsible, has achieved the
success in word game competition
being performed in Bloomberg HT
channel on
20.05.2011.

Our colleague, who was awarded as 2nd,
are appreciated and it was a pity that she
lost being the first because of the
question whose answer was “Tavuk
Gö¤sü”.
We believe that the watching rate of this
program have increased because of our
colleague Dilek, because the sales of
Tavuk Gö¤sü have reached the top in
Bursa at that night.
We congratulate her.

One of us is in “Word Game”
competition on TV

Employees that are recently married



Employees that recently have funeral
for their family members

Arzu Bengü-(Her brother), Aysel Seçkin-(Her brother),
Belkız Öztürk-(Her father), Sevdiye Gülyüz-(Her father),
Necmettin fiahin-(His brother), Emine Durmaz-(Her father),
fieref Kaymaz-(His father), Hülya fiahin-(Her father),
fiule Oktay Özler-(Her father in law), Melih A¤rı-(His
mother), Oktay Çetkin-(His mother), Ahmet Gümüfl-(His
mother).

Our condolences to our staffs and wish patience for them.

Employees that have recently signed in

O¤uzcan Tunca
Born on 28.02.1985 and graduated from Okan
University, Industrial Engineering. As of
07.03.2011, he joined in our Seat Cover Plant
as Project Leader.

Serdar Sayaca
Born on 02.02.1980 and graduated from Uluda¤
University, Textile Engineering. As of
24.11.2010, he joined in our Seat Cover Plant
as a Raw Material Planning Engineer.

Melih A¤rı
Born on 13.03.1956 and high school graduate.
As of 10.12.2010, he joined in our Seat Cover
Plant as Human Resources Officer.

Anıl Dafldelen
Born on 06.11.1986 and graduated from Kocaeli
University, Industrial Engineering. As of
27.04.2011, he joined in our Seat Cover Plant
as Project Leader.

Furkan Gözübüyük
Born on 12.07.1987 and graduated from Uluda¤
University, Textile Engineering . As of
03.01.2011, he joined in our Seat Cover Plant
as Quality Engineer.

Ahmet Bahadır Kılınç
Born on 07.12.1986 and graduated from
Beykent University, Business Administration.
As of 15.02.2011, he joined in our Seat Cover
Plant as Production Planning Engineer.

Serap Kurun
Born on 01.03.1990 and graduated Uluda¤
University Forein Trade department. As of
01.12.2010, she joined in our Conversion plant
as Accounting Officer.

Betül Lale
Born on 03.09.1988 and graduated Balıkesir
University Accounting department. As of
01.02.2011, she joined in our Isringhausen
plant as Accounting Officer.

Ceyhun Kuzucu
Born on 12.07.1982 and graduated from Uluda¤
University, Textile Engineering. As of
02.03.2011, he joined in our Seat Cover Plant
as Project Leader.

Ümit Piflkin
Born on 16.01.1983 and graduated Kocaeli
University Automotive Teacher department..As
of 11.04.2011, he joined in Isringhausen
plant as Constructors.

Tamer ‹flcen
Born on 09.06.1980 and graduated Gemlik High
School. As of 01.02.2011, he joined in
Isringhausen plant as Purchase Officer.

Fikriye Karaca, Ercan Gündüz, Hatice Kıfl, Fahrettin Çiçek,
Hatice ‹ren, Nevzat Yılmaz, Ayfle Öztürk, Ceyda Akkaya,
Sabri ‹ncircio¤lu, Aydın ‹brahimo¤lu, Semra Kambero¤lu,
Serdar Dilbaz, Yeflim Cebeci, Erhan Pehlivan, Gülten
‹ncircio¤lu, ‹smail Altınok, fiengül fientürk, Zübeyde Tafltan,
Murat Vural, Hafize Öztürk, Abidin Baflak, Sevgül fiengül,
Gülfide Bektafl, Günay Bektafl, Nursemin Yavuzer, Elif
Bayraktar-Arzu Turgay, Seranat Ünsal, Ayla Sülüm, Hatice
Korkmaz, Rıza Çol, Orhan Hacısa¤limo¤lu.

We wish happy lives for the new born babies together with
their families.

Employees that recently have babies
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We have performed our responsbility with a great success in
Auto Show with the contribution of our staffs who make
success and customer satisfaction as a principle for
themselves.
in our Auto Show stand which elite quests visited during

April, music group with its different style accompanied us
and made our Customers spend enjoyable times.
Also our customers had the opportunity �to check and learn
more about our cars and all details are given to them by our
staffs.

We become the focus of Auto Show again

“The staff of the month”
award ceremony
“The staff of the month” evaluations have been
organized and the following staffs have been
awarded.
We would like to thank them for their efforts.

Orhan Efe (who is operator of peeling
section) was rewarded as
“ the Month of February ” and
Mr. Adem Ören gave his reward.

Yüksel Özba¤ (who is vise operator of
rebonded foam production section)
was rewarded as “the month of March ”
and Miss  Semra Uçkaç gave his reward.

Alaaddin Gücüyeter (who is operator
of rebonded foam production section)
was rewarded as “the Month of January”
and Mr. Reyhan Alpo¤uz gave his reward.



2010 Bursa Quality grand prize is Matay's!
We already knew, had no doubt, but we waited
patiently until it has been declared. Loved,  we
wanted to honor its name.

Company Visit of EFQM Auditors
10 specialists coming from KALDER evaluated Matay's
predisposition to EFQM excellence model between the dates
31 March-1 April 2011.

EFQM award ceremony
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During the visit, which both parties were happy, all white
collar staffs and approximately 20 blue collor staffs were
met and the ones, written in the book, were confirmed.

Awards were just vehicles, we were trying to deserve them.
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Strategic Planning Training

Our sales manager Sarp Heptürk gave a training about
Strategical Planning for the schools which assumed
“Strategic planning” with the support of KALDER. in the
training, which over 20 managers,vice managers  and
teachers participated from 4 different schools, also
operation tour was also organized in addition to  strategic
planning training. The Strategic Planning Training, planned
as part of our Internal trainings and EFQM process, was
given to all white-collar employees as two group by our
sales manager Sarp Heptürk.

With the scope of maintenence activities of WCM
Automonous, firstly the department of Muffler Preparation
has been selected. in here in the horizontal line length
clamping machine various improvement works have been
done. For the purpose of expanding the improvement works,
secondly the department of Pipe preparation Rod Bending
Line has been selected. By including line operators in
Autonomous maintenance team, training is needed which
includes Autonomous maintenance activities. According to
the skills of polivans and matries of team members, with
these trainings, team members won qualifications and the
active participation of the team members in the autonomous
maintenance activities were done.

The Propagation areas of Autonomous
Maintenance and workplace organization
of Pillars

In the preparation term of Bursa Quality award area
visiting, we have given trainings again for all our
employees about Business Excellence.

Business Excellence Training

A3 Reporting Training was carried out in order to have better
reporting.

A3 Reporting Training

Training in problem solving techniques was given to Ballı
Metal and Uzman Kataforez from our suppliers. They were
given informations about supplier development activities for
WCM (World Class Manufacturing) and for minimizing quality
problems from suppliers. Also, they were provided to solve
the problems by logic solve of the standart Kaizen.

"Kaizen" training for Balli
Metal and Uzman Kataforez

In order to simplify our business to keep pace with
developing technology and upgraded version of Office
programs and related training to get started. Wider area of
our work with the excel program began trainings.
Approximately 15 people has still continued their education.

Excel 2007 Training
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New Perspective in WCM
process Quality “QA”�

Our General Manager Mr. Bekir Girgin
is on AS TV Marginal Benefit Program
Our General Manager
Mr. Bekir Girgin was the
guest of Güzin Abrafl in
Marginal Benefit
program. In the program
Mr. Bekir Girgin shared
the process of Matay's
2010 Bursa quality
awards with the
spectators.

Within the scope of WCM works, ongoing in Matay, software
programming about QA matric, used since 2009 under the
quality Pillar, has been completed. QA Matric, which is about
recording returns and internal errors, analyzing and
concluding the quality problems according to the method “7
Steps for solving problem method” is included in the e-
quality programme in Matay with the support of IT. Process
quality supervisor Mr. Serdar Kutlu gave information to
Process engineers and Project engineers about using the
programme on the e-quality of QA Matric and How it works.
The system was removed from the cumbersome Excel file
and it was allowed to reach permanent online. QA matric
provides systematic point of view to intrenal errors and
returns was brought into the programme. And, it is one of the
innovative works within the scope of WCM in Matay.

Within the scope of Project “increasing the value of Pipe
Bending OEE”, one of the 6-sigma green belt Project carried
out in Matay, OEE training need has emerged in the light of
matric skills. in this direction, OEE training was given to the
operators for pipe preparation department and thanks to
this, they won qualifications about this subject. They were
given detailed information about OEE calculation method and
perfomance.

OEE Training for Pipe
Preparation Department

In order to prevent potential stork deaths in Eskikaraa¤aç
Leylek Village, technical aparates which are being used on
electrical wires, are presented to Prof. Dr. ‹smet Arıcı- the
leader of the stork friendly villages Project- by our General
Manager Mr. Bekir Girgin. Matay also becomes one of the
sponsors of the European Stork Festival which is hosted by
Eskikaraa¤aç village.

We have supported the stork friendly
villages project

We had our audit 16949 in 2010
We had a successful audit, which only a minor non-
compliance is detected at Karacabey Pipe Factory. Thank
you for our friends who have contributed in our
achievements.
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Women's Day celebration in Matay
As International Women's Day is being celebrated in around
the world, we also celebrated our women staffs's women's
day in our company.

5th Backgammon tournament
has been organized
We have been face to face with a very challenging scene in
this year's backgammon tournament. Having received the
final scores of Mr. Mustafa Bayar from Engineering
department and Mr. Ömer Kandemir, press chief, it has been
seen that Ömer Kandemir become the backgammon
champion in 2011 by winning 5-3.  Congratulations to him.

New year dinner of Matay
After a tiring and challenging year, we gathered for a dinner  to welcome new year's coming and have the first moments of
2011 together. it was such a meaningful night for us that we will remember in the rest of our lives and it also become a moral
dinner for us.

We are proud of working for
Orhan Holding. On 24 April 2011,
we received such a nice gesture
for the meaning of World
Secretaries Day that we will never
forget. This special day for us was
celebrated with many flowers by
Orhan Holding. We have thanked

our directors for remembering us in this meaningful day and
they congratulated all secretary's day via us.

World Secretaries Day

Internal Logistics observation visit
to Yazaki company

As part of Matay
WCM studies, a
beneficial  visit has
been organized in
order to make
“benchmark in
Logistics
departments and to
use good examples
in Matay. This visit
was carried out
under the

leadership of our Purchasing&Logistics manager Aflkın
Körkaya, with the participation of our continuous
improvement responsible Selim fiahin, our continuous
improvement engineers Ozan Buyruk, Ali Tomak and our
production engineer Nevzat Yetifl. After this visit,
signalisation studies which will allow material flow
among Production-warehouse, are being tried to be done
in our Company with the support of IT department

Maysan Mando's visit
Our General Manager Bekir Girgin, Production Manager
Onur Türkmen, Quality Manager  Mrs. Gonca Tıknaz,
Continuous improvement specialist Selim fiahin and
Continuous Improvement Engineer Onur Atefl visited Maysan
Mando company in order to observe and compare their
efficient activities related to 5S.
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Win Welding and Maintenance Fair Trip
Eurasia’s number one, the leading organization in the field
of production Win-World of Industry was held with the support
of more than 70 industry associations and organizations.�
1.phase, between 3-6 February 2011 fair hosted 671 exhibitors
from 15 countries was visited by a team from our factory led
by Resource Department Head Chef Tuncer Ayan. Systems
that provide ergonomic ease and laser systems made for
welding robots appreciated by our operators in fair. Companies
were invited to Matay for products that are applicable for our
factory and contact informations were collected.

2. phase, our maintenance team led by maintenance
responsible Ali Çimen, who participates traditionally every
year, visited the fair held between 17-20 March 2011.
Automation Fair held uninterruptedly for 16 years, of course,
is the most important fair that Turkish Industry eagerly waits
for. Our maintenance team from Matay invited their interns
to the fair to provide opportunity them to see all the
technological developments and new services in a dynamic
platform.

The management meeting of Görsiad, which was
established on 21 April 2010 (Görükle Industrialists' and
Businessmen's Association) took place in our company with
the participation of our General Manager Bekir Girgin and
the other members of the association.

Görsiad Management Meeting
With the cooperation of U‹B, Mr. Madani Sahari (CEO), Ms.
Nadzree Wan Jaafar (General Manager.), Ms . Rozaidah
Sutires (Product Strategy Manager.), Ms. Nadiawati Salleh
(Corporate Planning Branch manager.), Mr. Juan Vi Thim
(Export Area Manager.), and Mr. Hasan Önal (Trade Advisor)
from Malaysian Trade Delegation, visited our company on
23/03/2011. Our Chairman Murat Orhan and our general
manager Bekir Girgin accompanied them during their visit
and gave information about our company

Our guests come from Malaysia, with UIB
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Employees that recently have funeral
for their family members

Seçkin Daflkıran - Feyza (‹çen) Daflkıran
Murat Güngörmez - Ayflegül (Özdemir) Güngörmez
fiükrü Alio¤lu - Esma (Atefl) Alio¤lu
Samet Aydın - Muhterem (Yakar) Aydın
Harun Gül - Zuhal (Teker) Gül
We celebrate them and wish happy married lives.

Barıfl Erdem - Serdar Gani (His father), ‹srafil Özcan (His
mother), Yusuf Hakçıl (His father), Nedim Tıkız (His mother),
Samet Aydın (His mother), ‹smail Türk (His mother).

Our condolences to our staffs and wish patience for them.

Hüseyin Pir (Boy), Ali Iflık (Boy), Erdinç Erifl (Boy), Serkan
Kükre (Boy), Hakan Yeflil (Girl), Özer Tafltan (Boy), ‹brahim
Bayraktar (Boy), Dursun Bafl (Boy)
We wish happy lives for the new born babies together with
their families.

The ceremony of Forming Pre-school Education Class in
Ali Durmaz Primary School

Matay is such an enterprising company always
contributing in social responsibility projects since its
establishment and for this year the last station of Matay was
for Uluda¤ Exporters Union Technic and Vocational High
school. With the policy of “Protecting environment and
supporting education”, the award ceremony of Photography
contest with the subject “The estate for future is verdant”
has been organized on 27.05.2011 at 13:40 among Students,
Teachers and employees of Matay which has been takig
care of the environmental trainings of Automotive Industry
Exporters Union Technic and Industry vocational High
school. in the event which the assistant of school director
Nihal Göker was the narrator, Orhan Holding Honorary
Chairman Mr. ‹brahim Orhan, Matay General Manager
Bekir Girgin, School managements,  students and staffs

The award ceremony of “The Estate for Future is Verdant” photography contest

With the policy “ Protecting environment and supporting
education”, Matay has been keeping on its commitment  on
education projects and it has formed pre-school education
class within Ali Durmaz Primary school.
In opening ceremony which Nilüfer mayor Mustafa Bozbey,

our general manager Bekir Girgin, Nilüfer District director
of education Mehmet Kaya and many invited guests
participated, plaques were presented to our General Manager
Bekir Girgin and Nilüfer District director of education Mehmet
Kaya for their contribution.

of Matay participated. While being announced the awarded
ones, exciting moments were lived. Among 10 competitors,
7th one has received book as honorable mention award,
Ahmet Turan Gönültafl being the 3rd received Photography
machine,  A digital camera for 2nd Bünyamin Aydın and 1st
Betül Ulus was awarded with laptop computer. After the
event, the speech was hold by school director U¤u Nikbay
and all were thanked for their efforts in this organization.

Employees that are recently married
Employees that recently have babies
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Visit of Nobel Automotive Romania
On April the 26th Mr. Ibrahim Orhan, Hakan Doyran and
Zafer Kabatepe visited Nobel Automotive Romania.
We were very pleased to show them our plant which started
the manufacturing again at the beginning of 2011. Not we
only we continued our cooperation with Renault but we are
also developing a Ford project. It was a good occasion to
review the results of the company and also to set some
targets.

Aldowardo Ferreira
Aldowardo Ferreira has accepted the position of Low Cost
Country Supplier Development Manager for Nobel Group
and will move to Auburn Hills offices in July. Aldo is now
responsible for the development of Nobel LCC supplier
base. He reports to Ron Seifert -North America
Operations Director - and Jean-Claude Thomas - Sales
and Engineering Director.

Adam Horning
Adam Horning has accepted the position of Product
Applications Engineer. Adam is located in Auburn Hills
offices. He is now responsible for technical support to all
internal departments and customers. Adam reports to
Ken Fowler-Engineering Manager for North America.

Chris Cobb
Chris Cobb has accepted the position of Plant Manager
for our Paris TN facility. While concentrating on daily
operations, Chris' mission is also to improve processes
and develop new products for growth. He will report to
Ron Seifert - North America Operation Director.

Dominique Marage
…back in the group, Dominique Marage as Account
Manager for Nobel Teknik France. Dominique, who has
already worked for Nobel during 20 years from 1987 to
2007 is now in charge of Nobel Teknik France Sales.
He will report to Jean-claude Thomas - Sales and
Engineering Director.

Jennifer Stark
Jennifer Stark as HR Manager for Paris TN. In this role
Jennifer will be responsible for all Human Resources
activities in the location. She has ober 18 years of
experience in Human Resources and is certified
Professional in HR. Jennifer will report to Chris Cobb,
Paris TN Plant Manager.

Silvestre Mendoza
Silvestre Mendoza as Plant Manager for San Luis Potosi
plant in Mexico. Sivestre has 20 years of experience in
automotive industry as Quality, Maintenance,
Production, Engineering and Operation Manager. He will
report to Ron Seifert - North America Operations
Director.

Raju Chintalapati
Raju Chintalapati as Engineering Manager to support
Nobel's Asian growth strategy. Raju has 14 years of
experience in automotive industry out of which 7 were in
tool design and the rest of it in product design. He will
report to Madhu Posani - Asian Operations Director.

Employee Appreciation Dinner
In April, Nobel Automotive location of Paris Tennessee had
an Employee Appreciation Dinner during which food was
grilled for everyone. A casual and fun event organised to
show to the employees that the job they do is appreciated.

New employees welcome

New positions

Russia is one of the
largest automotive
producing hubs in
Eastern Europe and
Mid-Asia. The
country  is expected
to produce  3.5
million cars
annually by 2017.
The volume of the
automotive supplier
industry is expected
to reach to EUR 23

billion by the end of 2020.
We believe that, establishment of Nobel Automotive Rusya
Ltd. is a clear sign of Orhan Holding's dedication to be a
major and global player in automotive suppliers industry.

We are pleased to announce
the establishment of
Nobel Automotive Rusya Ltd

As a part of our motivation plan,
we had two important
celebrations for our personnel.
Last Sunday, May 1st, we
celebrated “CHILDREN DAY”,
with a participation of  450
people; we presented a Kids

Movie “RIO” and Nobel brought  popcorn, juices, candies,
etc. Our kids enjoyed a great day with their parents during
this special day.

Children Day in San Luis PotosiAll employees were happy to meet and welcome our
important guests. After offering them a grand tour, we took
a few pictures to remind us of this day .
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Successful Triple Certification for Nobel Plastiques

Our Bacelona team has had the visit in the plant of a TV crew
from the channel L'Hospitalet for a report on the Automotive
Industry during the crisis in Catalunya.

They have been welcomed by Jesus, plant manager who
“showed them the way” in the plant and explained them how
the crisis has been managed in Nobel Spanish plant.

Nobel Spanish Plant on TV

Quality news

Nobel is proud to announce that it has been
awarded the PSA - Ford DV Euro VI Engine
business. For this project, our French Plant of
Vitry le Francois will develop and manufacture a
pressure and temperature sensor that will be
integrated to the finished part. The forming and
assembly will be done in our Slovakian plant of

Dolny Kubin.This 25.8 millions Euro replacement business,
starting in 2014 will allow Nobel European activities to grow.
Congratulations for their hard and efficient work to :
Michel Lemaire - Project Manager, Gregory Costa - Product
Engineer, Nordine Rabhi - Process Engineer
Anne Blanchet, PSA Account Manager,Christian Gonthier -
Purchasing Project, Sylvain Moginot - Quality Project New
Products

Sales news

On 5th February took place our traditional New Year's ball,
the festive setting for the yearly presentation of the worker's
medals.Our plant manager, Fabien Porignaux delivered a
short opening address and handed over the medals with a
handshake or a kiss for the ladies. Two types of medals were
presented: the company's owns being discerned for professional
merit after 10,15 and 20 years of service at Nobel Plastiques
as well as the State medals, which acknowledge 20,30,35 and
40 years of career. This year, 72 medals have been presented to
our personnel, among these 7 Grand Gold medals rewarding 40
years of career. After the ceremony a glass of champagne was
served to toast the jubilees, followed by a delicious 7 course meal:
Petits Fours, exotic salad, crunchy gambas on cepes, orange
sorbet, chicken leg in a vine sauce and champignons, cheese and
season's salads… the whole being crowned by a dessert chariot
with a multitude of cakes, crèmes, icecream and fruit. The
workers council organised a tombola and there was a prize for
every guest. During the meal and afterwards, everyone was
dancing and having a good time together until the early hours of
the morning.

Worker's medals celebration ball
at Nobel Plastiques

In line with the quality global policy, QRQC
and 7 quality basics are at today deployed
over most of Nobel Automotive locations.
As a consequence, 5 locations show a very
low level of PPM (less than 10) between 1
January and 30 April. As well, Renault
Supplier Quality Manager recently said
that Nobel Management of Poka Yoké is
close to Bosch's considered by Renault as

the best company in term of Poka Yoké management.
Congratulations to the teams whose involvement in quality
issues proves to be efficient.

The audits for ISO TS, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 at Vitry-
le-François and Poissy have been passed successfully during
the second week of January. We have changed our way to
manage the quality systems from a separated way to an
integrated one. It is not common for a company to have this
triple certification and to manage Quality, Security and
Environment issues in this manner. The efforts we made to
integrate the three systems have generated positive changes:
the organisation has become lighter, we gain time and we
are more efficient. Today, no manager and no team member
can forget about safety and environment while working. First
of all we have to think about our own security, everyday we
take care to avoid accidents at work. We try to not to create
dangerous working areas which could bear risks for the
other members of the staff. This also helps to prevent from
hazardous situations like explosions and other incidents.
Thanks to the Environmental Impacts management, we could
reduce the cost of electrical and gas consumption as well as
the creation of wastes. It is a good tool to cut expenses and

to protect the Earth at the same time.
Results are :
0 major non conformities: auditors, who represent
customers, trust in our system and plant.
3 minor non conformities: some small correctives actions
are needed
11 very good items: we do more than what standards
require.
It is important for us to see that our competences and our
efforts to improve the plant are effective and concrete.
Congratulations to every one and see you for the next
challenges!
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Euro 5 changement and hot pin applications Banu YILMAZ
Project Engineer

The effects of environmental pollution and global warming
are seen through the eyes in recent years and
environmental consciousness is getting more and more
importance day by day.With the acceptance of Kyoto
protocol which focuses on global warming and climate
cahnges , each country and each sector had to have
responsibilities on environment.
Considering that more than one billion vehicles on road
every day; exhaust gases has very large impact on
environmental pollution .When fuel is conbusted for an
engine; nitrogen oxides (NOx), Carbon oxides (COx),
Hydrocarbons (HC) and particle materials are released
with in the exhaust gas
• Nitrogen Oxide (NOx): is the result of high temperature
combustion, mixed with water and turns into acid rain.
• Carbon Monoxide (CO): is released as a result of
inefficient conbustion. It is colorless, odorless and not toxic
irritant gas.But it has much more powerfull greenhouse
effect.
• Hidro Karbon: It is released with unburned fuel.
• Particle materials (PM): are smaller than  2,5 μm, and
filled bronchus.
Because of that automotive sector is started to work
towards raducing emisyon gases with Euro 1 (1993) and
continue job by stages.

As Nobel Automotive , our products are fuel lines and
surely we have to develope our products comforming to
Euro normes.
For the Euro5 changement, our serial raw materials PA11,
PA12 replaced by harder, lower permeability and high
performance material MLT 4300, MLT4540, EVX  which
includies EVOH .

But this new raw material has been brought new quality
risks.Different type of cracks has been detected after
assembly process. After all analysis EVOH layer has been
determied as a reason of this type of deffects.
Becuse of  we needed to improve our assembly process.
Most important improvement is called as Hot Pin
application.
Simply hot pin application is a attached speciality for flaring
operation. Flaring operation must be done by two steps.
First tube must be pre-heated on the pin by contact. This
step prepares the material to be elongated by reducing
EVOH layer stiffness and breakability. Time for this step
can be very short, because heat conduction is very fast by
contact (necessary to be defined) .

In a second time, flaring and penetration of the pin can
begin.If the pin moves back between the two steps, due to
cinematic choice of conception, speed limitation must be
applicated just before contact to reduce the shock between
tube and pin..

We had good quality results with this type of flaring
operation and we keep continue working to improve this
heating system and efficienty.

                                                              

Hot pin assembly unit

First
level

Second
level
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Spin welding is a friction welding technique used on
thermoplastic materials, in which the parts to be welded
are heated by friction.
The process of spin welding uses heat generated by
rotational friction at the joint line. The heat generated
during the rotational contact melts the plastic in the
heatâ¤“affected zone forming a weld upon cooling.
There are 4 phases observed during spinwelding process:
1. Solid Friction Phase: In this phase, heat is generated as
a result of the friction between the two surfaces. This
causes the polymer material to heat up until the melting
point is reached. The heat generated is dependent on the
applied tangential velocity and the pressure.
2. Melting Phase: In the second phase, a thin molten
polymer layer is formed which grows as a result of the
ongoing heat generation. At first only a thin molten layer
exists and consequently the shear-rate and viscous heating
contributions are large. As the thickness of the molten
layer increases the degree of viscous heating decreases.
3. Steady-State Phase: In this phase the melting rate
equals the outward flow rate (steady state). As soon as this
phase has been reached, the thickness of the molten layer
is constant. The steady-state is maintained until a certain
"melt down depth" has been reached at which point the
rotation is stopped.
4. Cooling Phase: At this point (phase 4) the polymer melt
cools and solidification starts. After all the material has

solidified, drainage stops and the joint is formed.
Process parameters
Spin welding is restricted to cylindrical parts with a
maximum diameter of about 250 mm (10 in). Large batch
sizes are possible. Typical process parameters for spin

welding are:
• Tangential velocity: 3-15 m/s
• Rotational speed: 1,000-18,000 rpm (depending on the
part diameter)
• Welding time: 0.25-1s
• Holding time: 0.5-1s
• Cycle time: 1-2 seconds
• Weld pressure: 2-5 MPa

Advantages of Spinwelding
The advantages of  spinwelding with respect to quick
connectors which have been used for serial production can
be summarized as below:
• Less failure possibility
• High capability
• High possibility of failure detection
• More durable
• Less risky in terms of leak

Spin welding Semih AVDAN
FL Project Engineer

 Figure 5 - Spinwelding Assembly

Figure 2 - Quick Connector Figure 3 - Spinwelding Connector

 Figure 4 - Quick Connector Assembly

Figure 6 - Spinwelding Machine Figure 7 - Spinwelding Machine -
Head & Jaws

Figure 1 - Spinwelding Process Diagram
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Workers of the month

Employees that recently have funeral
for their family members

Onur fien (father), Ahmet Turpçu (mother),
Zeki Tunca (father), Hüseyin Özay (father)
Mehmet Demir (father).
Our condolences to our staffs and wish patience for them.

Employees that recently have babies

Employees that are recently married

Ersin Öztürk with Mrs.Merve , Ayfle Öztürk with Mr. Yılmaz
Sefa Ceylan with Mrs.Cansu,
Musa Yılmaz with Mrs.‹ lknur and Hamit Uluda¤ with
Mrs.Tatsinna got married.
We celebrate them and wish happy married lives.

Our production operators Halil ‹brahim Limon, Erkan Yılmaz,
Gökhan Gözübüyük, Mustafa Ali Baykal, Ayhan Anaç.
Maintenance operator Zeki Yaflar Tunca. Quality operator
Güler and Metin Gitti have new babies.

We wish happy lives for the new born babies together with
their families.

Our new friends

Aytaç Kafadar
Born on 14/05/1984 and graduated from the
University of Balıkesir, Department of
Mechanical Engineering. Joined us as a Project
Engineer on March 14, 2011.

Ömer Ter
Born on 07/04/1985 and graduated from the
University of Kırıkkale, Department of
Industrial Engineering. Joined us as logistics
Engineer, on March 1 ,2011.

Metin Gitti - January 2011
Tufan Heleman - February 2011
Ediz Yörük - March 2011

We thank them regarding their good work and wish to
continue more.

We had a practice with our employees and plant doctor on  20/04/2011. It helped us refresh our knowledge.
First aid and chemical waste practise

Education of the mandatory health and safety at work continues
The education was done with
all shifts of full month at April.
New workers and experienced
workers had the education.

The main aim of safety training
is to protect employees,
reducing risks to zero not to
have any accidents.

We wish goodluck to them.
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ORCIA  A.fi. environmental arrangements
and environmental cleaning continues

Preventing violence against women
We consider it a
liability to raise the
level of women in the
society, not only
economically but also
by social means,

taking into consideration that 90% of our employees are
women. Knowing that violence is a deep wound in all
societies, we held a contact meeting for our female
employees, to contribute to the prevention of violence
against women. Expert Nurse Nilüfer Sargın prepared a
presentation about the act and defence methods in case
of confronting any violence and replied the questions of
legal and procedural issues during the conference which
has been organized by the Provincial Public Health Office.

Like our caring for the
occupational health and safety,
we do care also for a clean and
green environment and run our
activities in order to work in a
more livable and comfortable
environment. Further these
works have motivated our
employees; our most

successful lines have participated in the tree-planting
activities and have increased their morals.

Women's Day
With colorful flowers, we
have celebrated the women's
day in honor of our women
which have taken place in all
areas of life successfully, by
the modern rights and liberty
acquired with the Republic.

In accordance with our
occupational health and safety
policy; A practical Fire Drill
training has been given to all
employees of Orcia by the Fire
Department of Kütahya and our
OHS expert Ilyas Beydili in order
to be prepared against
emergency states, while we care

of the protection of both our employees and our plant. This
training has caused wide publicity in the local press.

Fire Drill Training

On 16.03.201, with the
cooperation of University
and Industry (Personel
and Technology sharing)
we visited the lecturers
and students in Logistic
and Foreign Trade part at
Dumlupınar University
Tavflanlı Vocational High
School. After

presentation of Orhan Holding ad Orcia, our meeting went
on questions and replies of participants. It was such an
efficient visit for both that later, with the desire of seeing
our plant, lecturers and students of university visited our
plant on 7 May 2011. During our visit, the role and
importance of learning a foreign language for career were
emphasized. According to information we get from the
lecturers, after our conversation with students, the
number of students, having foreign language lesson at
University, increased.

As Orhan Holding and Orcia, our visit to various faculties of
DPÜ will continue. Consequently, on 11 May 2011 Dean of
Engineering faculty, Prof. Dr. Ramazan Köse was visited at
his own Office. Prof. Dr. Ramazan Köse also informed us
that with the contribution of University, Conception Center
- the first in Turkey- was about to be founded and also a
corporation was dedicated to this subject. Finally we
agreed on meeting in our plant with Prof. Dr. Ramazan
Köse and the other lecturers included students and the
Board of Conception Center. For the next term, we are
planning to visit DPÜ Gediz Vocational High School Textile
Technology part which we intend to take advantage of its
laboratory.

University visits of Orcia
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Gülce Uzun, daughter of our Accounting & Human Resources
Manager Okyay Uzun, the son of Mustafa fiengöz, the son of
Gökhan Uygun, the son of  Ümran Türker,
the daughter of Ramazan Elifl, the son of Ramazan Bektafl
We wish healthy, long and happy lives for the babies
mentioned above, together with their families.

Employees that recently have babies Employees that are recently married
We wish a healthy, comfortable, happy and long life to our
employees enlisted below, who recently have got married:
Süleyman Sarikaya & Kübra (Çetin) Sarikaya,
Seher Suca, Mehmet Yarfli,
Kezban Sargin, Tu¤ba Tekdemir,

The management of our company which has foreign
partners, is aware of the importance of the employees
speaking a foreign language (especially English), and in
this regard we provide a foreign language course in order
to raise the language level of our employees. As Orcia, we
concluded an agreement with British Culture, so our
first English group started its lessons in our training
room on April 19, 2011. Our trainings will continue with
contributions at every level.

Our English courses with
British Culture

Our collaboration with
Universities aiming to
access qualified work-
power directly is
continuing. Wheres
previously our company
used to visit Universities
and introduced us at
conferences, but this
time the students of the
Dumlupınar University

Tavflanlı Vocational School, Department of Logistics and
Foreign Trade, together with department head Hanife
Topal and other teachers paid a visit to our plant on March
07, 2011. Our Purchase & Logistics Manager Cengiz Yavuz
and his team introduced our plant and gave information
about the overall process and quality control. Further the
students have been informed of apprenticeship
possibilities, general employment conditions and our
Human Resources Policy.

Visit from Dumlup›nar University

Employees that have recently signed in
Meral Y›ld›r›m
Born in 1976, graduated from ‹stanbul University
department of Labor Economics and Industrial
relations; working as Human Resources
Responsible as of March 15, 2011.
�

Bertan Beyaz
Born in 1979, graduated from Dumlupınar
University, M.B.A. degree from Wheeling Jesvit
University in the U.S.A.,   working as  Sales
Distribution Chief as of March 07, 2011.

Nejla Beyaz›t
Born in 1977, graduated from Marmara University
department of Economics, Master degree from
University Paris XI of Economics , technology and
Area; working as Material Responsible as of
February 14, 2011

Okay Güler
Born in 1973, graduated from Uluda? University
department of Mechanical Engineering; working
as Purchasing and Quality Chief as of February
15, 2011.

Mesut Sert
Born in 1984, graduated from  Dumlupınar
University, department of Industrial Automation,
working as IT Systems Support Experts as of April
18, 2011

M.Ümit Kahraman
Born in 1987, graduated from Dumlupınar
University department of Mechanical Engineering,
working as Logistics Responsible as of February
15, 2011

Tu¤ba fiahin
Born in 1988, graduated from 18 Mart University,
department of labor economics and Industrial
relations; started to work as ‹fl Kur apprentice
on July 13, 2010, and has been working at the
Human Resources department as of January 01,
2011.

Nurullah Sevi
Born in 1984, graduated from  Anadolu University,
department of Management; has started to work
as ‹fl Kur apprentice on August 11,  2010, and has
been working at the Accounting Department as of
January 01, 2011

Murat Da¤yar
Has been working as Quality Technician, born in
1983, graduated from  Dumlupınar University,
Vocational School of Machinery, has been
assigned as Method Technician  as of March 01,
2011.

Ramazan Efe
Born in 1985, graduated from Anadolu University,
department of Economics, started to work as ‹fl
Kur apprentice on October 04, 2010, and has been
working as Shift Supervisor as of February 15,

We wish big success to all our employees in their new posts and hope to work with them together for many years.
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Our Stock Breeding

The main reason of our stock breeding, which is
commercial-aimed, to have the best efficiency in spite of
obvious expenses. Having the efficiency can be only
possible, if only environment conditions in barns are
kept convenient as well as sufficient nutrition and
appropriate genetic physique.
Shelter is one of the most
important among environment
factors to effect on cows` efficiency.
Shelter takes a specific role as it is
making daily business life easier and
being convenient place to keep
cows` economic life period
longer. One of the problems in
milk stock breeding in our
country is constructing Shelters. As
being a breeder, we usually overrate the
ways having the most expensive studs and be interested
in their feedings and also keeping them healthy, but when

it comes to think of constructing a healthy shelter, we
don`t strain as much as we always do. Whereas, it is

obligatory to breed healthy and productive
animals in modern shelters. The
healthier shelters we have, the more
success we have in stock breeding. But

if unhealthy and primitive shelter were
constructed, those would be able to
cause many problems for breeder. On

the other hand it is difficult and almost
impossible to repair faulty shelters. For

milk cattles, it is very important to have
planned and convenient shelters, because
it is obligatory to keep the animals, which
are the precious assets of operations, in

discipline for long-term and carry out the
necessary things in order. Our operation, aware

of these matters, expands our capacity up to 400
milch with our modern shelters.



Whole employees are informed about the subjects which are
mentioned below at the presentations of monthly assessment.
1. General Manager: General consideration about the month
and sharing the vision of the company.
2. Sales Manager: Voice of customer is told to the employees.
Customer's advices and complaints are shared at the
presentation.
3. Voice of employee: One of the blue collar employee share
his opinions about the future expectations of the factory.
4. Continuous Improvement Responsible: Applied
improvements are presented.
5. Engineering and Quality Manager: Employees are informed
about customer's complaints, errors and how to prevent from
them.
6. Spring and Metal Production Chiefs: Production's
productivity status is presented with the charts to the
employees.
7. Maintance Chief: Employees are informed about the
malfunction of the machines at the most and the reasons of it.
8. Award Ceremony: Awards are given at four categories.
These are Employee of the month, Team of the month, Most
suggestion offerer of the month and The best suggestion
offerer of the month.
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Monthly assessment presentations

Employees that have recently signed in
Murat Ça¤lar
He was born in 1979 in Karacabey. He
graduated from Dumlupınar University from
Mechanical Engineering department in 2002. He
started to work for Or-metal as Continuous
Improvement Responsible on 13.12.2010. We wish
For him a continued success in his new position.

He was born in 1984 in Mustafakemalpa?a. He
graduated from Uludag University from
Mechanical Engineering department. He started
to work for Or-metal as Spring Quality
Responsible on 02.12.2010. We wish for him a
continued success in his new position.

Önder Yılmaz

The first lean production line has been set up at Spring
Grinding-finishing sections with 18 people team on
23.04.2011. The springs which are grinded, flow from one
operation to next operation automaticly, Respectively
chamfering, shot peening and stress relieving opearations.
125 basket springs has been removed from the stocks and
we have prevented moving 42 tons of springs.

Lean production

Nowadays experiencing a
high level of competition,
increasing importance of
flexibility and being
customer-oriented is
essential, lean
manufacturing
techniques bring great
advantages to
companies. In our
company that gives
importance to lean

studies, kanban implementations that one of the lean tools
has been started in October 2010, for controlling material
and production flow. In this context, with the support of our
top management, trial implementation was started for the
jack tool box and wheel carrier system production lines by
the leadership of logistics department and after that we
decided to extent the kanban other lines according to the first
trial results. Beside jack tool box and wheel carrier system
lines, kanban has been used in tube guide line. In addition to
production kanban, supplier kanban studies have been
started and we have obtained significant gains like reducing
inventory and earnings stock area.
During the kanban studies, following steps was applied:
1. Deciding a type of kanban  (desing phase)
2. Calculation of the stock points and card quantity
(simulation phase)

3. Designing of card and board
4. Standardization of boxes and transport trolleys
5. Training to the line operators
6. Implementation
Kanban based on pulled system. For adoption by all
employees, “Card  You, Control You” slogan has been
emphasizing. So that main two key elements in kanban is
highlighted; production by card and production control by line
operators.
Benefits of Kanban can be summarized as follows:
1. Inventory levels have been reduced.
Especially inventory levels of raw material for jack tool-box
reduced dramatically from 5 days to 1 day. Also finished
goods inventory levels for kanban lines reduced from 5 days
to 3 days.
2. By visual management, easy-reach information is
provided.
3. Employee's participating in decision-making process is
provided.
Our goal for 2011, is to expand the kanban system, at least
more 3 different line and by this way to reach %55
percentage of the metal sales turnover of kanban's products
and also to reduce finished goods, WIP and raw material
stocks by %30 Human and its established systems that would
cause  the difference in competition. When implementation of
system is easier and spread of base increase then possibility
of its success will increase. “ Card is our, future in our
hands.”

Kanban implementations in Ormetal Selim GÜRBÜZ
Logistics Chief
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The blood donation campaign in
S›la Teknik

Fırat Yıldız, fiener Uzal, Servet Yetifl,
Hakan Tosun, fiengün Özgür,
Serkan Tuna, Taner Genç,
Volkan Algur, Soner Kargün,
Coflkun Karatafl, Mümin Mutlu,
Gülay Akbulut, Güner Karakaya,
Yaflar Yılmaz, Fikret Çalıflkan,
Ayfer Ünlü, Süreyya Kurtulufl.

We wish happy lives for the new born babies together with
their families.

Employees that recently have babies

Employees that are recently married
Tuncay Tarla, Bayram Güley, Tayfun Tutar, Aysun Günay

We celebrate them and wish �happy married lives.

Employees that recently have funeral
for their family members

Erdal Aslan (His mother),
Nilüfer Mert (Her father),
fiengün Özgür (His father),
Hüseyin Yıldız (His mother),
Ayfer Ünlü (Her father).

Our condolences to our staffs and wish patience for them.

Our employees have shown great interest to the Blood
Donation Campaign organized by Turkish Red Crescent
(KIZILAY). We congratulate our employees for this sensitivity
that they have shown.

Çanakkale trip
“Stop Passenger! The land you come upon without
knowing is the place an era had ceased”. The real
meaning of Çanakkale Tale was understandable only with
such a trip.
To visit the shields that are experiencing conflict and the
the tombs of saints martyrs memorial, accompanied by a
striking expression of our licensed tour guide, has carried
us to the intensity of emotion. At noon, the lunch left a
taste that we can not forget in our palates.

In April, the Environmental and Occupational Safety
Inspections have been carried out in our both companies.
Unlike previous years, for the first time in this year, both
management system was inspected in the same week. The
inspections were successful in terms of two factories and we
thank all our colleagues who have contributed.
Ayfle Y›lmaz Kaya / Quality System Specialist
Tolga Tütüncü / ISG Specialist

Environmental and
Occupational Safety Inspections
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8 March International Women's day is celebrated in all our
plants where all the female employees received purple
Hyacinths showing meaning of this day.

8 March  Women's Day celebration

Yüksel Tekin (Girl), Timur Altıntafl (Girl) Ertu¤rul Kırcali
(Girl), Hayrettin Küçükaslan (Boy), Tezcan Öztürk (Girl),
‹smail Bayram (Girl), Semih Sabuncu (Girl), Züfer Özlem
(Girl), Salim Öz (Boy), fiakir Kaya (Girl), Mehmet Hendek
(Girl)

Employees that recently have babies

Employees that recently have funeral
for their family members

Bülent Aslan (His father), Ayvaz Deniz (His father), Suat
Özcan (His father), Hasan Erbaykır (His mother),
Mehmet Hendek (His father), Ersin fien (His father),
Bekir Bayrakdar (His mother).

Trainings

As Teknik
Malzeme staffs,
we went to support
our favourite team
in fiükrü Saraço¤lu
Stadium, on
16.04.2011. On our
way to ‹stanbul, we

were very excited, we sang our team march. Everything was
perfect. Game score made us very proud. Fenerbahçe took
the game on 4th minute of extension line. Fenerbahçe was
challenging to become champion with its rival team
Trabzonspor and after this game there were only 4 weeks to
go. This challenge made team fans more excited. But fair
play is very important. Everyone has right to support their
teams, but they should respect the others too. We will keep
on attending in these games and we wish good luck for all
sport teams.                                               Nazif Girgin / HR Responsible

Fenerbahçe-Gaziantepspor
soccer game (‹stanbul)

2011 is welcomed with our traditional gift basket lottery in
our plants and celebrated with great joy.
On december 30, 2010, we gathered at Aslanlar Club to
celebrate new year. Our general manager Mr. Hakan
Burucu shared his new year wishes through his speech
and the night continued with new year gift lottery. New
year party started with cocktail reception and ended on the
dancefloor with participation of all our colleagues.

New year party

According to our
2011 educational
program, our
target for this year
is to raise the bar
to team chiefs
level and to enable
them to learn
theoretical and

sistematic approach of Quality Improvement Studies that
they are already practising with their teams or other
groups. For this purpose, TM/DOSAB plant team leaders
participated ISO/TS 16969 Quality System Workshop and
FMEA workshop that is a system to prevent defects before
their formation. These workshops are animated by Hakan
Ersavafltı. Then fiükran Öksüzler gave 5S education,
Our participants are expected to effectuate all their new
knowledge into their lives. Our educational program will
embrace all our coworkers and continue to spread new
educational approaches within continuous improvement.
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Several alternative vehicle and fuel options are under
consideration to alleviate climate change, urban air
pollution and oil depence caused by motor vehicles. At
the beginning of these alternatives are electric vehicles,
hybrid electric vehicles and plug hybrids with gasoline
fuel, cellulosic ethanol and hydrogen is the fuel usage. All
electric vehicles powered by batteries or hydrogen and
fuel cells. Thus, to reduce urban air pollution is created
and the potential to eliminate the dependence on oil.
Hybrids and plug hybrids, biofuels using today's
technology, augmented with an internal combustion
engine. Electric vehicle batteries and fuel cells are two
basic options: According to batteries, fuel cells more
advantageous for greater range, weight, volume, cost, the
first greenhouse gas emission, re-filling time, in terms of
energy efficiency.
The new alternative fuels and vehicles, greatly reducing
our dependence on oil and transportation industry will
reduce the rate of carbon. Especially cellulosic butanol,
ethanol, biodiesel fuels yielded positive results. But not
enough.  In the future, hydrogen and electricity, will
become the primary zero-carbon transportation fuel.
Alternatively, as vehicles, gasoline hybrid electric
vehicles, while having little effect on the commercial
vehicle market, plug hybrid electric vehicles with the
development of rechargeable batteries fall into the
commercial vehicle market. The combination of biofuel
and plug hybrid electric vehicles, fuel consumption and
significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Electric
vehicles is supported from fuel cells or batteries, and in
the long term will make a significant contribution. Against
advanced gasoline internal combustion vehicles,
alternative transportation technologies, the electric
vehicles continues to grow rapidly.
Hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles, in the long term will
be the most beneficial choice. Bio-fuel, hybrid electric
vehicles and plug hybrid electric vehicle is most likely to
achieve the objectives of energy security and climate
change mitigation, all electric vehicle combinations will

be necessary. But these vehicles are still used in internal
combustion engines, because of this much lower
greenhouse gas emissions is not enough.
Studies of energy systems, transport sector, biofuels,
hydrogen and electricity competition are analyzed. Long-
term research technologies used in the vehicle price, fuel
efficient, and be removed from the forefront of global
research for passenger transport. Objective, low CO
concentration is obtained from renewable sources of
electricity, to ease of storage.
Although energy production is reduced significantly even
in 2009, Turkey paid 27 billion dollars for imported fuels.
Because of this reason  a development model which
reducing the energy  to influence environment pollution
besides evaluating local resources has become a
necessity rather than choice.
Economists say for a change of paradigm "Stone age, did
not end for out of stone around." According to this
statement, reason of transition of more effective, efficient
but expensive technologies, is not always the loss of
function in older technologies. Today's technology,
preparing the transition to low carbon economy. Carbon,
is no longer in any kind of economic activity, the
calculated effect is transformed into a variable. Climate
change, rising water level, temperature increase and the
associated increase in natural disasters necessitates this
change.
Since the adoption of the 2005 Kyoto, global carbon
market worth 300 billion dollars carbon quota exchange,
on this fact, led to an investors' attention on the subject.
%75 ratio of this trade takes place in the EU where is the
most disciplined in implementing policies to reduce
carbon emissions.
While designing the future, managing the processes is
an important criterion  by  assessment different
dimensions of sustainability. The creation of dynamic
solutions is mandatory after the decision  of   changing
the system.

The future sustainability Nuri fi‹fiMAN

Hülya Bafl
Born on 13.02.1980, completed her education in
Belgium,  joined us as logistic operation
responsible in our Geçit plant.

Melek Çelik
Born on 29.11.1985, Uluda¤ University, Industrial
engineer, joined us as international client
representative to our quality department.

Tamer UZ
Born on 01/05/1974,  Yıldız University, Kocaeli
Engineering Faculty. Industrial engineering
graduate,  joined us as purchasing chief.

Vildan Özlü
Born on 30.03.1978, Hacettepe University,
chemical engineer , joined us as quality engineer
in our foam plant.

Tu¤ba Mutlu
Born on 03.10.1984, Anadolu University,
Department of Business Administration graduate,
joined us as accounting responsible in our
accounting department.

Sedat Alan
Born on 30.08.1984 , Sakarya University,
Computer Information Engineering Departmant
graduate , joined us as IT responsible in our Geçit
Plant.

Our newcomers

Project Quality Responsible
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Award ceremony
Orhan Holding Management presented awards to
our General manager Mr. Alper Pekmezcio¤lu,
Accounting leader Zeynep Gorgen and Damage
responsible Elif Guleç and� our colleagues for their long
services in Uray sigorta. We also presented flags to our
colleagues who accomplished their first years. We
would like to thank them for their contribution �and
effort.

Each person aims to have a healthy, happy, peaceful
and healthy life. During his lifetime, each person works
to fulfill his needs. Needs are limitless, but sources to
compensate these needs are limited. Therefore,
everyone should make a plan to use these sources
efficiently. This plan should be constructed on
precautions against lifetime risks. A safer life style
should be adopted. At this point, insurance plans
guarantee life and future for people.

Insurance plans protect you against personal injuries,
your car against accidents, your house, your belongings
and your work place against fire-earthquake-flood, your
valuables and goods against transportation accidents.
For example, you do not need to be afraid of having high
cost health operations, if you already have unlimited

health operation included insurance plan. If you have
personal accident insurance or life insurance, you do
not have to worry about your future and your loved
ones, because these insurance plans guarantee to
make you confident for your future.

When I started insurance job, I came accross to this
sentence of Mustafa Su, General Manager of Anadolu
Sigorta, that I am quoting to my clients all the time:
“No one is rich enough to not have insurance plans.“

Tip: Obligatory earthquake insurance plans cover only
buildings. But you may add house insurance plan with a
low cost payment to secure your belongings.

Should we have insurance!!! O¤uz Han GÜRLER
Sales Responsible

Closing 2010
We said goodbye to a succesful year 2010 with a great
enthusiasm and happiness. Orhan Holding Management
Board vice president, Ayflegül Donat honoured us with
her participation. This new year party is an
unforgettable moment for us. Under the light of our
motto ''Advancing together '' we would like to thank
everyone who is with us. 2010-2011 taught us that every
work we believe is a victory. Advancing together.

Do not worry!!!
Our friends in the photo are still in life and healthy. Yes,
this is a contest , but what a contest. Delicious baklava
on plates, competitors on move, each hand on fork, next
year we are waiting for you to join us on our traditional
baklava eating contest. :-)

Baklava (Sweet Turkish pastry)
contest
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There are some people who are successful at their works,
but there are some people who create successful people.
Mr. Cuneyt is the one, an amazing wise man. In this
Workshop, organized by AXA Insurance and Uray
Insurance, we learnt the history of sales, active sales and
being client/sales person. We had this amazing two day
workshop with a great lecturer to use all the time.

Uluda¤ University
Insurance Faculty Seminar

Our general manager Alper Pekmezcio¤lu gave a seminar at
Uluda¤ University. He informed our young future collegues
about insurance sector. He thinks that young generation is
very curious and they had enough knowledge to discuss future
of insurance.

Educational workshops

In order to get more recent and real point of view, Uray
Sigorta benefits educational workshops. Uray Sigorta
empowers its strategic position with its knowledge and
experience gained with educational workshop. Uray
Sigorta believes that insurance responsibles must be
conscious and intelectual. We would like to thank Orhan
Holding Human Ressources Department for its help and
support. Some workshops from 2011;

After two amazing workshop days, when we had our
certicifates ,w e made our general manager Alper
Pekmezcio¤lu very proud and happy. That shows us that
besides being a good team, we are walking the road to
become a great team.

Mr. Cüneyt Baygün

A successful team comes from successful communication
that is not only communicating, but also knowing what to
communicate, thinking as person next to you, seeing
yourself from other side. A good team is the one who
understands best, finds the best point to meet. Uray Sigorta
is a good team and a wonderful example of a family. We
know that each of us is a circle and we should be together
and one. After two amazing workshop days, when we had
our certicifates,we made our general manager Alper
Pekmezcio¤lu very proud and happy. That shows us that
besides being a good team, we are walking the road to
become a great team.

Origami / Becoming a team education

Uray Sigorta is the sponsor of this year's basketball
tournament. We wish our bests and also good luck for our
wonderful basketball team.

Basketball tournament

We become Allianz Insurance agent, one of the important
leaders of insurance sector.



Another award to our
company from USA. Axa
insurance, sector leader,
organized an event at
USA and presented
awards to its best agents
as us. We are very proud
of having this amazing
award.

AXA
Millionaires Club
Gold Membership
award ceremony
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“Lions Photo Rally 2011
activity”, which Uray
Sigorta took place as
main sponsor, too,
started in As Merkez
Outlet Center this year.
in the activity, which a
few of our employees
and a couple of our

customers joined, totally 130 competitors took place,
colorful scenes were seen. it has been the main rule of
Photo Rally activity that photos taken in different 8 locations
in Bursa were shown to the competitors and wanted them to
guess and find the location in the photo in the quickest way
in 1,5 hour and as last gather most approved cards from
judge of the activity.

The revenue, received from Photo Rally 2011, supported the
Project belong to ONKO-DAY. “ The Rehabilitation Center of

Employees that have recently signed in

Tuba Gürkan

Aslı Ataygül joined us also at the end of may. She
will be sales responsible for life and retirement
packages.

Aslı Ataygül

Tuba Gürkan joined us at the end of April 2011.
Her responsibility is damage insurance. We
believe that she will be very helpful to us with her
deep experience and wide knowledge

the ones being ill with cancer
and closest to them”
While waiting for the results,
the guests and competitiors
enjoyed their times
accompanied by music group
Stato 16 and colorful and
enjoyable atmosphere folowed
it.

“Lions Photo Rally 2011 main sponsors, included Uray
Sigorta, have showed their existences at the stage, Uray
Sigorta General Manager Alper Pekmezcio¤lu and Orhan
Holding Human Resources and Corporate Communication
Coordinator Zafer Kabatepe received plaque together for

their support to this
activity. At the end of
the event, for the
awarded ones: the
firsts received iPhone,
the seconds iPad and
the thirds iPod.
in women classifying 
1st Sabira fiükran,
2nd Alev Akbafl,
3rd Canan Salim
in general classifying
1st Ali Akbaflo¤lu,

2nd Fatih Ballı, 3rd Mesut Demir take their places in the
stage Also as a result of the lottery drawing, carried out
among the competitors, who were able find at least 3
locations, O¤uzhan Gürler, one of Uray Sigorta employees
was awarded with Ipod .

Uray Sigorta is one of the Main Sponsors of
“Lions Photo Rally 2011 Activity”
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Dinner

We are already surrounded by packaged food. Their
mottos are  “your mommy's cake” or “tastes like
home-made”. Summer holidays started for our
children. Instead of leaving our child with packaged
food, we may
bake together for
real. Baking with
children will be
fun. They will
find out
difference
between real
food and
packaged ones.
They will see
that delight may
be baked at
home.

Who can no to
double chocolate
borwnie with
home made
vanilla ice
cream? We need
everyday
ingredients to
bake without additives. For ice cream, milk, eggs,
sugar and vanilla beans will be enough. Milk should
be whole milk., eggs should be free range. Sugar
must be non-GMO.

We need 1 lt  boiled whole milk. We add vanilla beans
in miik and let sit for half an hour. And then we
reheat milk, we melt sugar in 250 ml of milk, add 3
eggs slowly and stir carefully. Finally we add the rest
of the milk and cook over low heat, stirring
constantly and scraping the bottom with a heat-
resistant spatula, until the custard thickens enough
to coat the spatula. We mix custard for 10 minutes.
During mixing, on the other side, prepare ice bath.
Stir over the ice until cool, then refrigerate to chill
thoroughly. We should keep checking periodically
and stirring while it freezes until the ice cream is
frozen. It will likely take 2-3 hours to be ready.

For brownie, we use chocolate, butter and flour other
than eggs and sugar. You may choose your favorite
two types of chocolate for this recipe.  The most

important
element to
check for
chocolate is soy
lecithine. If
possible find fair
trade, soy
lecithine free
chocolate. If not,
just prefer soy
lecithine non-
GMO.  Flour
should be
without
additives.

We beat 3 eggs
with 1,5 cup of
sugar for double
chocolate
brownie recipe.
At the same
time we melt

250 gr dark chocolate with 250 gr butter. We add
chocolate mixture slowly to egg mixture. We add 2
cups of flour to this mixtureand pour it into our
baking pan that is already greased and floured. At
the top we add a handful white chocolate. We bake at
180 degree celcius for 30 minutes. When we take it
from oven, let sit for 5 minutes. Then we pass our
brownie to service plate and wait for another 10
minutes to cool down.

While waiting for brownie to cool and icecream to be
ready, we melt a handful bitter chocolate with 4
spoon of double cream to prepare hot fudge sauce.
So tasting time: a big slice of brownie with vanilla ice
cream dressed with hot sauce. Bon appetit.

GMO: Genetically Modified Organisms

In the pursuit of real delight Gözde Güler
Purchasing
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Health

Mobile phones:
We love them, we hate them, but are they about to transform our lives?
The primary function of cell phones still remain what it was
invented for; to help people connect with each other. With
developing technology, mobile phones have brought a rapid
revolution in the field of communication. While they are
becoming remote controls of our lives, not in every stage
that mobile phones have brought is good,
since it has been causing
disturbance in many ways.
The mostly known negative
effect of mobile phones are
the electromagnetic
radiation in the microwave
range.
They use radio frequency (RF)
waves to make and receive
calls and the SAR varies by
handset model. While part of
the energy received by base
station, part of the energy is
incident on human head.
Radiation hits the head, it
penetrates the skull. The
younger the child, the deeper
the penetration due to the fact
their skulls are thinner and their
brains contain more fluid than
adults'. Radio frequencies travel through children's brains
much more easily and therefore increase the risk of cancer.
A cell phone's SAR, or its Specific Absorption Rate, is a
measure of the amount of radio frequency (RF) energy
absorbed by the body. The SAR level listed in our charts
represents the highest SAR level measured with the phone
next to the ear as tested by the Federal Communications
Commission.
How can we protect ourselves from radiation?
1. Using a hands-free set is the easiest way to radically
reduce the amount of radiation you are exposed to.
2. By covering large areas of the phone with your hand, you
reduce its ability to send and receive signals. The phone

then increases its power and transmits stronger radiation to
compensate this. So hold the phone as far down as possible,
so it can operate at low power.
3. You can see the signal reception strength in the display.

When reception is good, the phone
reduces power and radiation. If
reception is poor, the phone uses
maximum power and radiation.
4. Don't talk too long and Use
regular phone if possible: The
radiation you are exposed to is
directly related to the time you
spend talking on your phone. For
linger calls it is safer “and
cheaper” to call from a regular
phone.
5. Don't use your mobile phone in
places where there is a lot of
electrical equipment, such as
hospitals and aircraft.
6. Don't let small children talk
on your mobile phone for long
periods. They are more
susceptible than adults,

absorbing radiation at three times an
adult's rate.
The research points out that mobile phones now boast twice
the reach of the desktop internet. The impact of phones has
been local rather than global, shoring up existing
friendships and networks, rather than opening users up to a
new broader community.
We are not saying that cell phones are bad things, we are
just saying that some people have become addicted to them.
Not like a drug addiction or a alcohol addiction, but an
addiction that makes you feel naked without phones. This
world has come from writing letters to and from or calling
them on the house phone, to having constant contact
anytime, anywhere.

Mobile Phones
(SAR: Specific Absorption Rate)

If you're concerned about limiting your SAR
exposure, you can take a few easy steps. You
can text instead placing a voice call, use a
speakerphone or headset whenever possible,
and carry your phone at least 1 inch from your
body (making sure the antenna is facing away

from you). The Federal Communications Commission sets
specific absorption rate “SAR” standard which is acceptable
power radiation for cell phones must not exceed 1.6 W/KG.
We must consider the cost of radiation emitted by cell
phones, since it has been causing in human`s life;
1. Tumours
2. Memory impairment
3. Cancer
4. Fatigue, Headaches, Loss of sleep
5. Brain damage, Ringing ears
6. Joint paint
It is not only the choice of phone, but how you use it that is
important when you want to control the amount of radiation
you are exposed to. Here you will find a few simple tips that
can considerably reduce radiation and therefore also health
risks.



Contest will be held according to FIAP rules and regulations
and all photographers who are interested are welcome to send
their works.
This Year's theme is “Contrast”
Life is full of contrast… old and young… dark and light… black
and white...
But the challenge is to see the beauty of the two uniting…
• The contest includes three categories; Monochrome Prints, 

Colour Prints, and Digital (Manipulated) Prints.
• Photographers can submit maximum four works for each 

category.
• The long side of the prints should be minimum 2500 pixel.
• The resolution of the prints should be minimum 240 dpi.
• The prints should be in Jpeg file.
• To participate in contest, it is necessary to send the prints via 

CD, DVD or e-mail. For the prints which will be sent via e-
mail, Orhan Holding assumes no liability in case the prints 
will not be received by us because of their sizes.

Participation Fee:
Participation is subject to a certain amount of fee;
National participants: 20 TL
International participants:  EUR 10 or 15 USD
Please send participation fee to
Akbank Bursa Ticari fib.
EUR  IBAN : TR23 0004 6008 3803 6000 0021 20
USD  IBAN : TR40 0004 6008 3800 1000 0010 64
TRL IBAN : TR83 0004 6008 3888 8000 0044 70
Payments for the contest will be accepted via Paypal as
donation to Orhan Education and Culture Foundation. You are
allowed to use our link in www.orhanholding.com
Orhan Holding will be immuned from any problems related to
bank transfers. The prints whose entry fees are missing will not
be evaluated in our contest.
Catalog of selected works will be sent to participants in CD.
Please be aware of writing your contact details clearly.
Participating via E-mail;
The subject of e-mail and the name of the attached file should
be written as below.
If the participant would like to send more than one prints, each
of them should be sent in a seperate e-mail.
Category-Surname-Name-The name of the print-Number of
the prints,
Example: Colour-Koç-Ali-Pazar-01
e-mail address: ipc@orhanholding.com
Participating via CD and DVD;
The name of the files should be mentioned on CD or DVD as
below.
Category-Surname-Name-The name of the print-Number of
the prints,
Example : Colour-Koç-Ali-Pazar-01
AWARDS (for each section)
• FIAP Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals.
• 4 FIAP Honorary Mentions.
• Orhan Holding Special Award
• The results will be announced via www.orhanholding.com  on 

28 October 2011. The prize winning photographers will also 
be informed about the results by e-mail, fax or phone.

• Orhan Holding has the right to advertise award winning and 
exhibited photos by quoting the name of the owners. Usage 
rights of the prints will belong to Orhan Holding and the 
owner of prints.

• The participant declares and approves the copyright of the 
prints sent for the contest belongs to himself/herself. The 
participants who act against that clause will be deprived of 
receiving any awards.

• Participants, who deceive evaluation committee by commit

ting plagiarism, will be restrained to participate in any contest
for 1 years according to TFSF Principles. Fiap will be also
informed about the plagiarism. Participants who have restrains
due to plagiarism are not allowed to participate in this contest.
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Orhan Holding International Photography Contest 2011 TFSF
2011/41

FIAP
2011/156

Entry Form

Completion of this form stands as applicant’s statement of acceptance
of the rules.

Name of the Participant: ...............................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

Address:..............................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................

Country: ........................................................................................................................................

Phone: ......................................................................................................................................

e-mail: ...............................................................................................................................................

Address: Orhan Holding
Uluslararas› Foto¤raf Yar›flmas›
Yalova Yolu 15. km
Ovaakça 16335 Bursa/TurkeyEn
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PHONE : +90-224-2804900
FAX : +90-224-2671444
E-MAIL : ipc@orhanholding.com

Deadline for participation: 14 October 2011
Evaluation of Prints: 22 October 2011
Award Ceremony and Opening of the Exhibition: 3 December 2011
For exhibition, Large size of prints will be prepared by Orhan Holding.
Sending Catalogues in Cd : February 2012 (starting date for mailing)

This exhibition is supported by FIAP (International Federation of Photographic
Art) and TFSF (Photographic Arts Federation of Turkey) with the numbers
TFSF 2011/41 - FIAP 2011/156
A representative of TFSF will be present at evaluation meeting.
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Companies
ORHAN HOLD‹NG
AUNDE TEKN‹K (ISRINGHAUSEN)
AUNDE TEKN‹K  (KILIF )
AUNDE TEKN‹K  (KUMAfi)
AUNDE TEKN‹K  (ÜST YAPI)
AUNDE KFT (HUNGARY)
BFTC
B‹LEC‹K Ç‹MENTO
ELTA
MATAY
MATAY (KARACABEY)
NOBEL AUTOMOTIVE AUBURN HILLS
NOBEL AUTOMOTIVE KOREA
NOBEL AUTOMOTIVE MEXICO
NOBEL AUTOMOTIVE POISSY
NOBEL AUTOMOTIVE ROMANIA
NOBEL AUTOMOTIVE SLOVAKIA SRO
NOBEL AUTOMOTIVE TENNESSEE
NOBEL AUTOMOTIVE UK
NOBEL PLASTIQUES IBERICA
NOBEL PLASTIQUES VITRY
NOBEL TEKNIK FRANCE VITRY
NOBEL TEKN‹K TÜRK‹YE
ORDA
ORCIA
ORHAN TARIM
ORMETAL
SILA TEKN‹K
SILA TEKN‹K FRANCE
STG
TEKN‹K MALZEME
TEKN‹K MALZEME (DOSAB)
TEKN‹K OTO
TEKN‹K OTO (ESK‹fiEH‹R)
URAY S‹GORTA
URAY S‹GORTA (ESK‹fiEH‹R)
URAY S‹GORTA (‹STANBUL)
URAY TEKN‹K

Phone
+90 224 280 49 00
+90 224 261 22 60
+90 224 219 78 00
+90 224 219 00 00
+90 224 261 09 70
+36 (5) 637 16 06
+90 224 261 13 90
+90 228 243 40 70
+90 224 267 06 92
+90 224 483 35 50
+90 224 671 80 70
+1 248 293 59 00
+82 32 817 08 09
+52 444 834 6500
+33 130 06 77 64
+40 248 507 100
+421 43 581 4624
+1 731 641 67 00
+44 121 325 8000
+34 93 373 0111
+33 326 73 64 64
+33  3 26 72 59 10
+90 224 244 71 42
+90 224 524 88 00
+90 274 266 25 90
+90 224 280 49 00
+90 224 671 81 38
+90 224 280 66 00
+33 172 75 72 50
+90 224 524 87 70
+90 224 219 40 00
+90 224 261 21 24
+90 224 280 49 20
+90 222 226 98 00
+90 224 280 49 49
+90 222 224 25 45
+90 216 416 56 66
+90 224 211 55 00

Fax
+90 224 267 14 44
+90 224 261 01 21
+90 224 219 78 90
+90 224 261 01 22
+90 224 261 01 21
+36 563 757 46
+90 224 261 13 92
+90 228 243 41 91
+90 224 267 09 18
+90 224 483 35 64
+90 224 671 80 72
+1 248 293 59 43
+82 32 812 08 79
+52 444 799 7045
+33 130 06 77 50
+40 248 507 110
+421 43 581 4677
+1 731 641 67 01
+44 121 325 8003
+ 34 93 373 1560
+33 326 73 64 50
+33  3 26 72 28 39
+90 224 244 73 48
+90 224 524 88 04
+90 274 266 26 27
+90 224 267 14 44
+90 224 671 84 65
+90 224 242 18 91
+33 172 75 72 99
+90 224 524 87 71
+90 224 244 73 04
+90 224 261 13 92
+90 224 267 23 97
+90 222 226 84 83
+90 224 267 24 39
+90 222 224 25 48
+90 216 416 36 45
+90 224 211 55 05
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